There are a lot of great benefits to being an accredited land trust, including being eligible for a Terrafirma discount. Accredited land trusts receive an $11 per parcel discount. Check out how this discount can add up for your organization on Terrafirma's website. Terrafirma is a pivotal land conservation defense resource that helps land trusts minimize risk and uncertainty by limiting the costs of all types of dispute resolution. It is critical for land trusts to submit a claim in a timely manner to receive the full benefits of being a Terrafirma member.

Need a reminder of when to send official written notice to Terrafirma? Check out this infographic. Terrafirma urges land trusts to reach out with questions about risk management dispute and legal challenges the earlier the better.

The application period for a 2022 policy is open now until February 1. (If you are awaiting a decision from the Commission on your first-time application, fill out the application and then hit "submit" once you receive your decision.) Contact Terrafirma if you have any questions.